
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
December 22nd, 2019 
Statement of Work  
 
This agreement outlines work by designer Breeyn McCarney for client Blah blah blah. The garment this statement                 
agrees to is a full-length, long sleeved crepe gown with hand-embellishment to be worn for the client’s wedding taking                   
place Marchteeth 41st, 3000. 
 
The cost of the gown is agreed to be $Dollars plus HST. The $40 spec fee has been deducted from the invoice total.                       
A deposit of $Dollars is agreed upon to commence work, which covers a portion of materials/overhead (approx                 
$Dollars) as well as a portion of the labour costs (estimated at 80 hours, including embellishment). The final balance                   
of $Dollars is due June 15th. This payment date coincides with the final fitting of the gown. The fitting and payment                     
schedule can be found on the invoice. The dress has been scheduled for pick up July 19th. 
 
The client agrees to as many fittings as necessary to guarantee the desired outcome. The designer agrees to as few                    
fittings as possible to guarantee the desired outcome. Cancellations of appointments less than 48 hours in advance                 
are subject to a penalty fee of $40 to cover the cost of travel and office space for the designer.  
 
If the client requests design changes* after the mock-ups and embellishment design are approved, there may be a                  
calculated hourly fee added to the balance of the dress to accommodate the changes as well as possible additional                   
material costs. The delivery date may also be affected. This will be discussed at the time of the requested changes.                    
Additional charges are more likely to accrue if the time budget is near the hours allotted, a main dictator of the price                      
for the garments. The designer will track all time spent working on the garments; information that may be requested                   
at any time by the client. The designer will not make any changes unless approved and agreed to by the client. There                      
is a maximum of one major revision to the confirmed design once mock up is approved (subject to time left before                     
deadline).  
 
If there are design changes required by the designer to make the garment more suitable, these changes will be                   
discussed in advance with the client, and the client will not be responsible for any additional charges.  
 
Garments not picked up/paid for within 60 days of the final delivery date become property of the designer.  
 
All garments must be paid in full before pick-up. Failure to remit balance ahead of pick-up may result in garments                    
being held until full payment has been made. All deposits are non-refundable. The designer reserves the right to                  
terminate the relationship with the client if any of the above clauses are violated. The designer reserves the right to                    
full payment while adhering to the clauses in the above agreement.  
 
Date: 
 
Designer’s Signature:____________ Client’s Signature: _____________ 
 
*Design changes refer to changes to the overall look of the dress, differing from the agreed upon design confirmed by the client                      
during the mock-up phase of construction. These include changes to pattern, silhouette, fabric, etc. Normal fit alterations including                  
hem length, taking-in/letting-out are not considered design changes, and are included in the agreed upon price of the gown. 


